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Despite the departures of Jeff and Mottola, the album was a success for Carey. It was her first to top the Billboard 200 and reached the Billboard Hot 100 peak at number-one. K. Spencer The video was the 22nd most played clip on MTV in the week of the album release and it broke the record for most played Mariah video in the U.S. It appears in the beginning and end
of the video as she performs the song. It also features the famous lyrics in the beginning, Love Takes Time, Love Takes Time, Love Takes Time / Sometime Soon there'll be no more love to take / Love Takes Time. She has said that Love Takes Time is about her break-up with Mottola and her sadness over his departure. It has an uptempo beat and has Mariah saying
that she is so dumb for loving someone she just met. We All Belong Together charted for twenty-two weeks on the Billboard Hot 100, becoming Mariahs first Hot 100 number-one single in twenty-three months. That year Carey performed at six music festivals, including the now-defunct Monsters of Rock and Ozzfest, as well as at the MTV Video Music Awards. C. Barnes
Like most of the material on Turning Point, this song draws inspiration from classic soul ballads, like the one Mariah heard in church as a kid. But as she crafted this song, Carey took more cues from jazz than gospel, enlisting Henry Hey and Kenny Kirkland to provide behind the scenes support on the song, providing a jazzier, pop-inflected backdrop to sing along with.
She also became more comfortable and confident with her new London studio, the first time she recorded an entire album there, and having since become part of the royal family that summer.
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Mariah Carey is a prolific songwriter, and this composite of B-sides is merely scratching the surface of her deep catalogue of cover songs, as well as the cover versions and collaborations that have marked the second half of her career. After taping, Carey would send Mottola the song to see if he wanted to release it, and because he found himself dealing with Carey's
intense creative process, he'd be all ears in staying involved. One of Carey's greatest hits is a damn fine cover of the Depeche Mode tune Angel, which Mottola then turned into a follow-up to its original, Evil. And the now-classic Wildest Dreams: the new wave song was an experiment for Carey into softer and bluesier territory, and it became her first Top Ten single. The
jazzy piano and string arrangements in the song set a mood for years of Carey's lush, R&B-tinged pop, and in its 25th anniversary reissue, the song had its first multi-platinum certification, too. After several years of treading water in the music industry, Mariah Carey reemerged with the most seamless comeback since Shakas taken and, arguably, the most successful.

From her 1998 B-Side Up on that Night to the return of the Streisand-inspired ballad Crazyloving, the sales of Glitter, E=MC2 and even Mimi were unexpectedly booming, all the way to an unprecedented 7-year streak of No. 1 albums and 35 consecutive weeks in the Top 5. The one that mattered the most, however, was The Emancipation of Mimi, the album that was to
set the stage for the next decade of Careys career. Like its parent album, this was a socially conscious and characteristically full album. In a time where her contemporaries were descending into barfy-rap-lite slop that pandered to every Vice President Johns brother, Mariah chose to confront gay rights and urban poverty head-on. She would sing about it on songs like

Right As Rain, with ex-boyfriend Don Was and Sammie Smiths piano and for the first time, flash a reputation-altering subversion of her voice. A.U. 5ec8ef588b
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